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Bernard Madoff's Tier 1 Ponzi Scheme List of
Customers Now in Possession of Federal and
State Authorities
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert

UNITED STATES of America - As we begin tonight's intelligence
briefing, let us first make it clear that the latest neocon "False Flag"
black op attack at Fort Hood, Texas was staged to divert and divide
the U.S. Military and keep patriotic U.S. Flag Officers from arresting
the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate, along with its
compromised rogue intelligence agency and corporate-controlled
fascist, extortion-friendly U.S. media enablers.
Item: Patriotic Flag Officers of the U.S. Military are preparing, as we
speak, to arrest members of the Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate and demand that the money they have STOLEN and
LOOTED from the U.S. Treasury be returned back to American
People.

Andrew Cuomo (L) and Edmund G. Brown, Jr.
We can now divulge that New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo,
along with his consultant, former New York Governor Eliot Spitzer,
and current California Attorney General Edmund G. Brown Jr. are in
possession of the Tier 1 list of Bernard Madoff Ponzi Scheme
customers,
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which include Bill and Hillary Clinton, George Bush Sr., former
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, current Federal Reserve
Chairman Bernard Bernanke, former BushFRAUD's U.S. Treasury
Henry 'Hank' Paulson, former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld,
former Speaker of the House of Representatives Newt Gingrich,
former Federal Reserve Bank of New York CEO Stephen Friedman,
TIME magazine columnist and Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
enabler, Joe Klein, Canadian-born owner of the New York Daily News
and U.S. News and World Report, Mortimer 'Mort' Zuckerman,
internet mogul, homosexual in-the-closet Matt Drudge, and FOX
News CEO Rupert Murdoch Greenberg.

Christopher Cox, Richard Stengel

Jay Carney, George Stephanopoulos

Nancy Pelosi
Other Tier 1 customers included former SEC Chairman Christopher
Cox, current TIME magazine managing editor Richard Stengel
current aide to Vice President Joseph Biden and former TIME
magazine columnist Jay Carney, ABC News talk show host George
Stephanopoulos and Speaker of the House of Representatives Nancy
Pelosi.

These Tier 1 members of the Bernard Madoff Ponzi Scheme got their
original investments back within two (2) weeks and then received
proceeds and commissions from the down ladder of the pyramid,
which included commissions and bribes that were generated from
the noted financial instruments aka what we have come to know as
the toxic asset mortgage backed derivatives issued by the BushClinton Crime Family Syndicate corporate enablers like Goldman
Sachs, Citibank, J.P. Morgan and, of course, Merrill Lynch.
The Ponzi Scheme aka pyramid and its top Tier 1 customers used
their proceeds from the Ponzi Scheme, parked in secret offshore
accounts, to create false asset valuation, which was then used as the
collateral to create the phony derivatives, enabling the LOOTING of
the U.S. Treasury.
P.S. The brokerage firm that directly collaborated with Madoff was
none other than Merrill Lynch, the same firm that Bank of America
was forced to 'bail out' in December of 2008.

We can now report that former Bank of America President
Kenneth Lewis was aware of the Madoff connection to
Merrill Lynch and, at the time of the purchase of Merrill
Lynch by Bank of America,
Lewis was told that he would be assassinated within 24
hours if he did not 'bail out' Merrill Lynch aka the Bernard
Madoff Ponzi Scheme aka the Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate, as well as the entire corrupt U.S. Federal
Reserve itself.

Dysfunctional U.S. Secretary of State, loser and lesbian in-the-closet
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P.P.S. We can now reveal that it was UN-elected loser,
lesbian in-the-closet, dysfunctional U.S. Secretary of State
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton that, along with current U.S.
Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner that blocked the final
implementation of the noted Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand
Protocols at 2:30 p.m. EST on Tuesday, November 4, 2009.
Hillary was in constant consultation with her business
partner, former President George Herbert Walker Bush and
former Clinton White House Chief of Staff and current CIA
Director Leon Panetta during the hours before she blocked
the implementation of the Protocols, once again using the
UN-Constitutional Patriot Act and a special State
Department protocol, which gave her this alleged authority
to block the implementation of President Obama's
Executive Order to have the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand
Protocols implemented by Bank of America.

Note: Alleged President Obama remains in office with no authority,
has been regulated to basically a house boy and has been told by the
Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate that if he does not cooperate
and remain a stooge that the Syndicate will unleash a massive,
corporate, fascist anti-Obama media blitz that will include the Larry
Sinclair closet homosexual-cocaine scandal, the use of ACORN in
money laundry and Obama's eligibility to be President based on his
place of birth.
Remember, folks, you are not allowed to be President in the current
United States of America unless you are highly black-mailable.
Obama is a CIA stooge created by the Ford Foundation.

Dysfunctional U.S. Secretary of State sociopath Hillary Clinton
and drug trafficker Jeb Bush
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And, as crazy as this may sound, folks, the sociopath Hillary, along
with her corporate-controlled, fascist media enablers and Israeli
Mossad handlers are plotting to remove Obama and Vice President
Biden as well as Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and then have
Hillary ascend to the U.S. presidency without an election and under
semi-Martial Law conditions and name none other than narcotic
trafficker and year 2000 presidential election stealer, former Florida
Governor Jeb Bush as her emergency government Vice President.

Related:
October 4, 2009 Intelligence Briefing ...Obama's meeting with Valerie
Jarrett and General Jones also dealt with a possible coup being directed
against current U.S. Vice President Joseph Biden that is being ordered by
none other than Obama's current dysfunctional U.S. Secretary of State, loser
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, current Obama Defense Secretary Robert Gates,
former Bush Administration CIA Counsel, year 2000 election stealer coconspirator Jan Morton Heger and former Clinton Administration NATO
Commander-in-Chief Wesley Clark, as well as current White House legal
counsel "Skull and Bonesman" Greg Craig.
The coup plotters hope to scandalize Vice President Biden aka his financial
ties to the Sir R. Allen Stanford Houston, Texas based Ponzi Scheme, which
includes Biden's failure to disclose income on his tax return that Biden had
accrued from the Ponzi Scheme.
The goal of the coup plotters is to remove Vice President Biden and
then blackmail Obama into having none other than sociopath loser,
mentally ill Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton moved into the Vice
Presidency.
http://blogs.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=blog.view&friendId=147509065&blogId=512965354

P.P.P.S. We also tonight want to alert California state authorities
and its law enforcement agencies, as well as the U.S. Marshal
Service, that former illegal White House occupant, nation wrecking,
election stealing, Constitution shredding, cocaine snorting, alcoholic,
U.S. Treasury embezzling, homosexual in-the-closet, AWOL, war
criminal George W. BushFRAUD, will be in Los Angeles, California in
two weeks on November 22nd, along with daddy Bush's little bitch,
Iran-Contra partner, AIDS positive, serial rapist, former President
Bill Clinton.
The two ex presidents, one elected, one not, allegedly are going to
give a joint lecture at the Universal Amphitheater in North
Hollywood, California.

The two scumbags aka U.S. Treasury LOOTERS, along with
the help of current Democratic Senator Dianne Feinstein,
plan a major raid of secret CIA proprietary accounts that
are still under the legal administrative control of American
Patriot Ambassador Leo Wanta aka U.S. Treasury funds.
Our latest intelligence tells us that Ambassador Wanta is
being threatened into handing over the secret codes,
which will allow the two scumbugs Bush and Clinton to
electronically transfer the funds out of Bank of America
using special type ATM cards.
Wanta is refusing and now is in fear of his life.
Wanta recently met secretly with President Barack Obama
in which Obama told Wanta that he was powerless and felt
that the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate would resort
to a major FALSE FLAG terrorist attack against the United
States that would kill millions of Americans in cold blood
unless they were allowed to STEAL all of the money.

Stay tuned for our next intelligence briefing which will
include the full details of the latest "False Flag" black op
terrorist attack at Fort Hood, Texas.
In closing, it is not a coincidence that the criminally
compromised TIME magazine would put on its cover this
week the sociopathic loser, current dysfunctional U.S.
Secretary of State Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.
The State of Hillary: A Mixed Record on the Job
By Joe Klein Thursday, Nov. 05, 2009
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Within hours of TIME magazine releasing this piece [by Joe
Klein] on its internet site with Hillary on the cover, the
"False Flag" black op terrorist attack took place at Fort
Hood, Texas.
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